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amid the approving yells and desk-banging of his own party—
and of the Communists. The whole session was marked by scenes
and disorders but with the announcement of the Socialist decision
to support the government the issue was settled. The government
majority on a direct vote of confidence was thirty-five.
But nothing now could conceal the magnitude of the crisis that
faced Germany as it faced the world. Happily it is not necessary
to go into detail on the desperate struggle that went on univer-
sally in 193X3 a struggle of which the full story has not yet been
told and which considering the panic into which even the stoutest-
hearted fell will probably never be told; men who have got to
the extent of being hardly responsible for their actions are hardly
likely to end by writing responsibly about them, and amid floods
of reports and contradictory statistics, the views of economists
who are held to be scientific and the exhortations of politicians
who are held to be the reverse, masses of legislation and almost
greater masses of wildcat criticism and suggestion, the political
student feebly endeavours to keep his head above water. These
were the days of conference after conference—wheat conferences,
tariff truce conferences, reparations and debts conferences, dis-
armament conferences—exchanges of diplomatic visits and the
desperate endeavour of governments to raise money—real money
—in a world overflowing with riches, days in which the grotesque
bulks nearly as largely as the tragic.
In Germany as elsewhere the government was driven from one
extreme to another as national panic grew, and now was seen
the appalling result of the failure of the politicians to accept the
challenge given by the national optimism in 1927. The economic
experts shed tears in every capital over Germany's lack of financial
reserves; what were also lacking were moral reserves. The neglect
of 1927-1928 to give the republican regime the proper economic
and financial bases which would have enabled the nation at least
to meet crisis with dignity left the system helpless. It simply went
to pieces and the national morale with it. The government worked
heroically; its printing presses were kept nearly as busy with
decrees and regulations as they had been printing banknotes in
the days of inflation^ and every decree was just too late. At no

